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AUTHOR SHEILA ROBERTS
DRIVES HOME MESSAGE OF FORGIVENESS
IN THE ROAD TO CHRISTMAS
When three generations of a family embark on a snowy road trip through the Washington mountains
to celebrate Christmas together, who knows the life-changing surprises they will encounter along the
way?
This is the premise of THE ROAD TO CHRISTMAS, USA Today and Publishers Weekly bestselling
author Sheila Roberts’ charming September 20 holiday hardcover, trade paperback, eBook and
audiobook release from MIRA Books.
Michelle and Max are not planning on a happy holiday. Their marriage is in shambles, and the “D”
word has entered their vocabulary. Now youngest daughter, Julia, wants everyone to come to her
house in Idaho for Christmas. The guest room is all ready for Mom and Dad. Oh, joy. Can Michelle
find a way to forgive Max for the mid-life baby they lost, the child he insisted they needed to have?
Driving from California, their other daughters, Audrey and Shyla, hope to meet a sexy rancher for
Audrey along the way. But they don’t plan on getting stuck on a ranch when their car breaks down.
Grandma and Grandpa (Hazel and Warren) have the shortest drive. It’s still a trek through a lot of
snow, but, Warren says, no problem. They have snow tires and chains. They’ll be fine. Or will they?
Surprises lie in store for all three sets of intrepid travelers as they encounter three very different
adventures, all leading to one memorable family Christmas.
#####
_______________________________________________________________________________
Enthusiastic about all things Christmas, Sheila Roberts is the author of almost 50 novels, including
ON STRIKE FOR CHRISTMAS, which was made into a Lifetime Network movie. Another book of
Sheila’s, adapted for the small screen, THE NINE LIVES OF CHRISTMAS, is a perennial Hallmark
channel favorite. Before launching her author career, Sheila owned a singing telegram company and
played in band. A cancer survivor, she resides in Washington with her husband, also an author.
For more information about the author, visit www.sheilasplace.com.
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